
REAR LOADER VEHICLE
ROTO-M-U-T-MINI
SMALL. SLIM. POWERFUL.
The perfect companion to collect waste, when it gets narrow.

since 1932

www.m-u-t.at



The ROTO-M-U-T-MINI convinces with its compact design in combination  
with the principle of the rotary drum - particularly suitable for the collection of 
waste and moist rubbish in narrow alleys, small access roads, city centers and parks 
- wherever vehicles in „common“ sizes are not able to reach.  

The perfect combination of different types of equipment  
makes the ROTO-M-U-T-MINI to one of the  
most economical collection vehicles  
on the global market. 

Especially when it gets narrow.

The construction, specially developed by 
M-U-T, shortens the rear overhang and 
optimizes the axle load ratio of the vehicle 
this way.

 � extremely high maneuverability
 � preserving the chassis
 � optimum payload - more waste,  

less consumption
 � low maintenance costs
 � weighing-system for waste bins (optional) 

M-U-T Visibility and Safety Packages
 � camerasystem, up to 360° all-round visibility
 � LED-all-round light
 � numerous other options available

M-U-T EASY-WORK-Packages
 � container for special tools
 � overall structure-weighing system
 � numerous other options available

M-U-T Service Packages
 � warranty extension up to 60 months
 � care of vehicle fleet, incl. annual check
 � servicepackage „M-U-T All In“

With M-U-T ELECTRIC (optional) into an emission-free future: 
M-U-T- vehicles, which are designed solely electrical, guarantee a 
much higher economic efficiency and longer service life, in compa-
rison to the conventional drive concept.

 � body size from 4.2 up to 6.0 m³
 � slim version, up to the width of a  

passenger car
 � high compression of waste - up to 1:5 possible 

for organic waste
 � stainless steel version of the rotary drum 

system for a longer service life, in particular 
for organic waste as well as other types of 
moist waste

 � Industry X.0-capable - digital integration into 
the fleet

 � maintenance-free cardan shaft
 � noise reducted soundproofing of the  

rotary drum
 � minimum warranty of 2 years
 � perfect inner city collecting-all-rounder, 

especially for narrow passages, as well as for 
commercial and industrial areas

STYLING DESIGN
 � additional noise reducing version
 � can be used as generous advertising space
 � powder coated cladding (optional)

NAKED DESIGN
 � exposed rotary drum
 � touch protection made of aluminum sheets, 

optional powder-coated
 � can be used as advertising space

 � central control over 
ROTO-M-U-T-MINI

 � simple operation of 
all work steps

 � individually  
configurable:  
e.g. in order to 
allow a smooth 
change of drivers 
within the  
fleet

M-U-T Multifunctional-Touch Display

EXPANDABLE

ELECTRICAL

COMPACT

ADAPTABLE
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Please recognize: changes and errors excepted. Images similar. We reserve the right to make changes without prior notice. It is possible that the images do not show the latest or the actual  
version. This document, these information or notes are intended only as a guide and cannot be used as the basis for contractual or other obligations.  

No obligations, responsibilities or warranties towards the publisher can be derived from this. 
All data are subject to the tolerance specifications of the producer.

M-U-T EXPERIENCES 
FOR 90 YEARS

Thoughtful M-U-T-Design
The compact construction - up to the width of passenger cars - enables the accessibility 
within narrow areas or passages, for example city centers. Even axle load distribution 
during different loading conditions. High system tightness due to the special design. 

Labour Protection and Safety
Automatic lock of the rear part, weight-monitored running boards, optimum lighting in the 
working area, ergonomic design. Soundproof rotary drum in order to allow a low noise 
operation.

Economic Efficiency and high Availability
High load capacity caused by low tare weight, low-maintenance structure and long-lasting 
components: low wear and tear due to usage of stainless steel particles and few moving 
parts.

Convenience
Simple handling via the adaptable M-U-T-Multifunctional-Touch Display.  
Industry X.0-capable - for an ideal digital integration into the fleet.

Variety of Models and Modularity
Different heights, widths and lengths of the construction available, for different types of 
operations and customer requests. The wide range of additional equipment in the scope of 
safety, environmental protection and convenience as well as diverse attachments, allows 
an individual adjustment of the waste collection vehicle to the required claims and tasks. 
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since 1932

M-U-T
Maschinen-Umwelttechnik-Transportanlagen GmbH 

A-2000 Stockerau • Schießstattgasse 49
   +43 2266 603     office@m-u-t.at
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